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h i g h l i g h t s
� Ni base anode allows endothermic cooling and carbon formation.

� HEA anode containing Cu, Ni, Co, Fe and Mn has been synthesized and electrochemically tested.

� HEA-GDC electrode showed carbon free and stable operation.
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High-entropy alloy (HEA) anode and reforming catalyst, supported on gadolinium-doped

ceria (GDC), have been synthesized and evaluated for the steam reforming of methane

under SOFC operating conditions using a conventional fixed-bed catalytic reactor. As-

synthesized HEA catalysts were subjected to various characterization techniques

including N2 adsorption/desorption analysis, SEM, XRD, TPR, TPO and TPD. The catalytic

performance was evaluated in a quartz tube reactor over a temperature range of 700

e800 �C, pressure of 1 atm, gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 45,000 h�1 and steam-to-

carbon (S/C) ratio of 2. The conversion and H2 yield were calculated and compared. HEA/

GDC exhibited a lower conversion rate than those of Ni/YSZ and Ni/GDC at 700 �C, but

showed superior stability without any sign of carbon deposition unlike Ni base catalyst.

HEA/GDC was further evaluated as an anode in a SOFC test, which showed high electro-

chemical stability with a comparable current density obtained on Ni electrode. The SOFC

reported low and stable electrode polarization. Post-test analysis of the cell showed the

absence of carbon at and within the electrode. It is suggested that HEA/GDC exhibits

inherent robustness, good carbon tolerance and stable catalytic activity,‘ which makes it a

potential anode candidate for direct utilization of hydrocarbon fuels in SOFC applications.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) have successfully demonstrated

flexibility of the utilization of multiples of fuels ranging from

syn-gas, bio-gas, natural gas and other hydrocarbons to pure

hydrogen [1,2]. Conventionally, hydrocarbons are externally

reformed and reformate serves as fuel for electrochemical

oxidation on the cell anode [3]. Direct internal reforming in

SOFC, on the other hand, allows the hydrocarbons to be

simultaneously reformed and electrochemically oxidized at

the anode, resulting in high conversion and efficiency for

electrochemical performance improvement, cost reduction

and thermal management by combining exothermic oxida-

tions with endothermic reformation reactions [4,5]. Ni-based

anode in conventional SOFC provides high electronic con-

ductivity and electrocatalytic activity, but suffers from

excessive cooling and coke formation due to rapid endo-

thermic reforming and thermal cracking of hydrocarbons

[5,6]. This leads to a steep reduction in temperature especially

at the inlet of the cell stack, resulting in a non-uniform tem-

perature distribution along the cell [7,8]. A large temperature

gradient along the cell surface may cause high mechanical

instability and thermal stress between the anode and the solid

electrolyte, leading to inevitable cell fracture and spallation

[9]. Besides changes in the mechanical properties of cell and

stack components leading to failure, the role of local tem-

perature on subsequent reforming reaction and electro-

chemical reaction rates, as well as ionic conductivity of the

electrolyte are influences and should not be overlooked [10].

To mitigate these challenges, significant efforts have been

directed towards the development of electrochemically active

anode materials with uniform temperature distribution and

high coking resistance [11,12].

Hydrocarbons and reformate gas mixtures have been

extensively used in commercial internal combustion engines

and fuel cells for power generation [13]. Fig. 1 compares the

energy densities of a number of sources of energy, where H2

shows the largest mass energy density, but the lowest liquid

volumetric energy density due to storage and transportation
Fig. 1 e Comparison of mass and volumetric energy

densities of various energy sources [18].
challenges. Approximately 95% of H2 is currently being pro-

duced by steam reforming of methane (SRM) or partial

oxidation of methane as well as gasification of coal [14,15].

Since a SOFC typically operates in the 600e1000 �C tempera-

ture range, relatively high operating temperature favors SRM

on the cell. Additionally, the heat produced from the electro-

chemical reaction at the anode is used to promote the SRM

reaction while the exothermic WGS reaction takes place

concurrently to produce CO2 and more H2. Hence, the main

advantages of utilizing internal steam reforming in SOFC

include lower operational cost and higher thermal efficiency

[16,17].

The choice of electrocatalyst catalyst and anode configu-

ration plays an important role on the long term stability of fuel

cell operation. That is, the catalyst must exhibit high catalytic

activity and stability under industrial operating conditions.

The state-of-the-art catalyst for SRM utilizes precious metals

such as Pt and Rh, which are considerably expensive and

scarce. Ni-based catalyst is widely used owing to its compa-

rable reforming performance to that of preciousmetals [19] as

well as cost effectiveness and availability [20]. Despite these

advantages, Ni-based catalysts deteriorate very quickly due to

Ni sintering and coking [21]. At such high temperatures during

SRM, carbon formation can cause rapid catalyst deactivation.

The two types of carbon that can form on a catalyst surface

are encapsulated and filamentous carbons [22]. The latter,

although does not deactivate the catalysts, is highly respon-

sible for mechanical failure and increase pressure drop in the

reactor, especially in SOFCs. Equation (1) represents carbon

formation by CH4 cracking. Subsequently, equation (2) refers

to the Boudouard reaction, which is another possible route to

form carbon during SRM.

CH4 /Cþ 2H2ðDH298� ¼ 76kJ =molÞ (1)

2CO/Cþ CO2ðDH298� ¼ � 172kJ =molÞ (2)

Studies have shown thermodynamically that increasing

the S/C ratio can reduce coke deposition, consequently lead-

ing to higher conversion [23,24]. It is worth nothing, however,

that the introduction of excess steam may lead to higher en-

ergy demand and operating cost, as well as lower H2 yield [25].

To alleviate the aforementioned challenges faced with Ni

anode and reforming catalyst, our approach focused on the

development of multi constituent alloys, also known as high-

entropy alloys (HEAs), as anode and SRM catalysts. HEAs are

promising alloys that combine five or more metal elements to

improve the catalytic and mechanical properties [26,27]. One

metal of consideration is cobalt (Co). Reports indicate that Co

exhibits relatively high affinity for oxygen species, which is

beneficial for suppressing carbon formation [28,29]. Besides an

effective oxidizing catalyst, it has been observed that Co also

promotes WGS reaction to produce more syngas, while

simultaneously inhibit the Boudouard reaction responsible for

carbon formation [30]. Copper (Cu) is another common metal

additive for SRM catalysts. Huang et al. demonstrated that the

addition of Cu to Ni catalysts promotes the WGS reaction ac-

tivity [31]. Despite this, Cu is known as a poor catalyst for CeC

and CeH scission, thus slowing the rate of carbon formation

[32]. DFT studies have confirmed that the incorporation of Cu

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.09.018
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results in higher activation energy barrier (Eact) of carbon for-

mation, while still maintaining an acceptable rate of reform-

ing [33]. Hence, Cu is used to slow down the reforming rate,

since the highly endothermic reaction could cause rapid

cooling and consequently, thermal stress on the SOFC anode

[5]. Besides chemical activity and stability, the SRM catalyst

must also exhibit good physical stability and durability under

industrial operating conditions. The use of Ni as an SOFC

anode at high temperatures for long durations may undergo

sintering and particle coarsening [34].

One plausible approach is to add metal additives with high

melting point. Fe has been shown to be thermally stable at

high temperatures, which makes it candidate for SOFC anode

material [5]. Huang et al. reported that Fe possesses strong

resistance against carbon formation during internal ethanol

reforming in SOFC [35]. Due to the high affinity of Fe for oxy-

gen species, the surface carbon can be easily oxidized to CO

and subsequently CO2 to avoid catalyst deactivation and

further promote theWGS reaction. Similarly, manganese (Mn)

has shown to be a beneficial oxidation catalyst without the

risk of sintering or agglomeration [36]. This is advantageous as

oxygen can transfer to the carbonaceous species and frees the

surface from carbon deposition. Ouaguenouni et al. prepared

a nickel-manganese oxide catalyst that exhibits good activity

towards the complete oxidation ofmethane [37]. The ability of

Mn to exist in different oxidation states makes it a good redox

couple catalyst for SRM [38].

Table 1 summarizes the catalytic role of each metal in SRM

and the corresponding drawbacks. In this study, the fivemetals

discussed above have been consolidated in a solid solution

known as the high-entropy alloy (HEA) as means to utilize the

advantageous properties of each metal, while keeping thermal

stress, endothermic cooling and rate of carbon formation

minimal. Contrary to other fuel cell systems, the main chal-

lenge with SOFC does not concern with mass transfer or ki-

netics, but rather long term-stability, for which internal

distributed reforming of hydrocarbon plays a key role. Long-

term stable cell and stack operation require that the cell

experience and possess distributed reforming and endothermic
Table 1 e Summary of advantages and disadvantages of some

Metal Advantages

Ni � High SRM activity

� Low cost

Co � Strong affinity for oxygen

� High resistance to sintering

� Low coke formation

� High WGS activity

Cu � Enhanced reducibility

� High activity at low temperature

� Low carbon formation

� High WGS activity

Fe � Strong affinity for oxygen

� Low coke formation

� High thermal stability

� Low thermal expansion

� High resistance to sintering

Mn � Strong affinity for oxygen

� Low coke formation

� High resistance to sintering
cooling aswell as resistance to carbon formation. By controlling

the catalytic reaction of the anode, a thermal neutral state can

be achieved as a result of both the endothermic steam

reforming reaction and the exothermic electrochemical

oxidation reactions [39,40]. It has been shown computationally

using a 3D CFD model that the reforming rate should be

reduced by a factor of 0.01 relative to that of Ni-based anode for

a more uniform temperature distribution along the cell [41].

With the development of advanced anode, our objective is to

reduce the reforming rate without significantly lowering the

electrochemical activity of the cell, so that adequate current

density can still bemaintained. Thin film studies performed on

sputter deposited above alloy compositions indicated the for-

mation of solid solution (R. Bhattacharya, UES Inc. Personal

communication). At elevated temperatures andunder the SOFC

operating conditions, it is envisioned that select alloy constit-

uent can oxidize to form respective oxide based on the local

oxygen partial pressure of the fuel. For the support, gadolin-

ium- doped ceria (GDC) was used. CeO2 is widely used as a

support for SRM due to its oxygen storage capacity (OSC) to

store and release oxygen species [42,43]. Additionally, Ce-based

materials present high oxygen ion mobility that promotes

carbon removal and hence, long-term stability of the cell [44].

The addition of Gd increases sintering resistance by enhancing

the metal-support interaction [45]. HEAs with various metal

contents supported on GDC were prepared and tested for SRM.

Then, direct internal steam reforming in laboratory scale SOFC

button cells were performed to examine the performance of

HEA/GDC as a candidate anode. The reforming and electro-

chemical measurements, resistance to carbon formation were

analyzed and compared to those of conventional Ni/YSZ and

standard Ni/GDC anode.

Experimental

HEA powder synthesis

HEA was prepared using the co-precipitation method by dis-

solving optimized formulation of nitrate precursors obtained
transition metals for SRM.

Disadvantages Ref.

� Low resistance to sintering

� Coke deposition

[3,24,46]

� Unstable at high temperatures

� Low reducibility

[28,30,47e50]

� Poor H2 selectivity

� Low melting point

� Low resistance to sintering

[31,32,51e54]

� Rapid oxidation

� High dependency on pO2

[3,5,55]

� Rapid oxidation

� Low SRM activity

[37,38,56,57]
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from Fisher Scientific (98% pure nickel (II) nitrate hexahydrate,

99% pure cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate, 99% pure copper (II)

nitrate trihydrate, 98% iron (III) nitrate nonahydrtae and 98%

manganese (II) nitrate tetrahydrate). A total of three different

anode catalyst formulations were synthesized and tested for

methane reforming, from which the alloy mixture with

resistance to carbon formation and stable reforming was

selected as the SRM catalyst for further bench-top and fuel cell

studies. The resulting optimized formulation of the HEA

anode is given in Table 2. Themetal nitrates were dissolved in

excess deionized (DI) water, stirred and heated to 90 OC. Then,

citric acid (CA) was added as a chelating agent to the mixture

using a 1.5:1 CA: metal ratio. Ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH)

solution was added dropwise to the metal-chelate solution to

adjust the pH value to about 7e9 while stirring. The solution

stirred overnight to homogenize the mixture and to evaporate

excess water. On the next day, the remaining solution was

transferred to an alumina crucible for calcination at the rate of

5 OC/min to 500 OC and held for 6 h to burn off nitrates, organic

compounds and other contaminants. The as-obtained HEA

powder and commercial 10% GDC (GDC-10 M) obtained from

Fuelcell Materials USA were weighed (65:35 wt%) and physi-

cally mixed in a mortar and pestle until a homogenous

mixture of fine powder was obtained. Table 2 provides the

metal composition of each SRM catalyst for this study.

HEA characterization

N2 adsorption/desorption analysis was conducted using a

Micromeritics ASAP 2000 analyzer to determine the sample

surface area, pore volume and pore distribution. Before the

analysis, about 0.1 g of sample was outgassed for 12 h under

vacuum in the degas port. Then, the sample was re-weighed

to obtain the new moisture-free mass before starting the

analysis. The measurement was carried out at 77 K under N2

flow. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) theorywas then used

to calculate the surface area. H2 chemisorptionwas performed

using the Micromeritics ASAP 2000C software to determine

the metal dispersion. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern

of each samplewas collected using a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray

diffractometer to identify surface phases. The diffractometer

was equipped with a Cu Ka radiation (l ¼ 0.15406 �A) operating

at 40 kV and 40 mA. The XRD patterns were obtained in a 2q

range of 10e90�. The scanned XRD patterns were indexed

using the ICDD (International center for Diffraction Data)

database. Surface morphology and elemental composition of

each sample before and after the SRM experiment were

characterized using a FEI Quanta 250 FEG scanning electron

microscope (SEM) coupled with energy dispersive E-ray spec-

troscopy (EDAX). H2 temperature-programmed reduction

(TPR), oxidation (TPO) and desorption (TPD) were carried out
Table 2 e Select elements of each SRM catalyst and its
metal composition.

Catalyst Ni (wt%) Co (wt%) Cu (wt%) Fe (wt%) Mn (wt%)

Ni/YSZ 65 0 0 0 0

Ni/GDC 50 0 0 0 0

HEA/GDC 9.75 13 16.25 16.25 9.75
on an Altamira Instruments AM1-200 unit. About 50 mg of

sample was placed between quartz wool supports inside a U-

shaped quartz tube. Prior to the TPR and TPD analyses, the

sample was first pretreated in 10% O2/He gas at a flow rate of

30 SCCM from 50 to 1000 �C and heating rate of 10 OC/min. TPD

was carried out under inert atmosphere in pure Ar flow.

Reduction experiments were performed using 50 SCCM of 10%

H2/Ar. After reduction, the gas feed was subsequently

switched to 50 SCCM of 10% O2/He for TPO study. All TPR, TPO

and TPD studies were analyzed using a thermal conductivity

detector (TCD). Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) with an optic

emission spectroscopy (ICP-EOS) was used to quantify the

bulk metal loadings of each catalyst. Post-test samples were

also characterized for carbon formation by a Renishaw Sys-

tem 2000 equipped with a 514 nm green laser.

Reformation studies

The SRM test was performed in the temperature range of

700e800 �C at 1 atm and gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) of

45,000 h�1.100 mg of SRM catalyst was loaded into a fixed-bed

quartz tube with an outside diameter (OD) of½” and a length of

38 cm as shown in Fig. 2. Both sides of the catalyst were sup-

ported by quartz wool. The reactor was then placed into a

horizontal tube furnace. Prior to the test, the catalyst was first

reduced in a constant 4%H2/N2 gas flow at 700 OC for 2 h. Then,

the gas was switched to flow 10 SCCM of CH4 and allowed to

mix with 20 SCCMof H2O inside an evaporator heated to 120 �C
before entering the catalyst bed. H2O was supplied by an HPLC

pump at a flow rate of 0.016 mL/min to maintain a steam-to-

carbon ratio (S/C) of 2.20 SCCM of N2 was used as a carrier

gas, amounting to a gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) of

approximately 45,000 h�1. Exhaust gas was condensed,

collected and analyzed by a SRI 8610 gas chromatographwith a

helium ionization detector (HID). Upon completion, the reactor

and gas lines were purged with N2 gas and then switched back

to H2 before cooling the reactor down to room temperature.

The post-test samples were carefully removed from the quartz

tube and quartz wool, and saved to be analyzed under SEM and

Raman spectroscopy for any carbon deposition on the catalyst.

The methane conversion (XCH4) and hydrogen yield (YH2) were

determined using equations (3) and (4), respectively. The rate

of CH4 consumption (rCH4) normalized to the active metal

loadingwas calculated by equation (5). A time-on-stream (TOS)

test was conducted at 600 �C for 30 h to investigate the stability

of SRM catalysts towards carbon poisoning. Except the oper-

ating temperature, the same operating conditions for the

bench-top test was adopted. The TOS post-test samples were

saved and analyzed using Raman spectroscopy. Additionally,

surface morphology and elemental composition of post-test

samples were characterized by SEM.

XCH4ð%Þ¼FCH4;in � FCH4;out

FCH4;in
� 100% (3)

YH2ð%Þ¼ FH2;out

2FCH4;in þ FH2O;in
� 100% (4)

RCH4

�
molCH4molmetal

�1s�1
�
¼ FCH4;in � FCH4;out

Nmetal
(5)

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.09.018
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Where Fi is the molar flow rate of species i in mol/s and Nmetal

is the amount of active metal in moles.

Electrochemical studies

An electrochemical button cell (HEA/GDC - Ni/ScSZ|ScSZ|LSM/

YSZ) was fabricated to examine the electrochemical perfor-

mance of HEA/GDC as anode material for direct internal SOFC

at 750 �C. Ni/ScSZ functional layer (10% Scandia stabilized

zirconia purchased from Fuelcell Materials USA) was first

deposited on the anode side and then sintered at 1350 �C for

2 h. This was followed by screen-printing LSM/YSZ cathode on

the opposite side of the electrolyte and sintering at 1200 �C.
The final anode layer of HEA/GDC was screen-printed on top

of the anode functional layer and subsequently sintered at

1000 �C. The cell performance was evaluated at 750 �C on an

in-house test station shown in Fig. 3. The cell was sealed using
Fig. 3 e Schematic of the ele
CeramaBond on one end of an alumina tube and the gold

meshes were used as current collectors. To create a base line

and reduce the anode, humidified hydrogen (9% H2e3%

H2OeN2 bal.) was supplied to the anode side at a flow rate of

100 SCCM. The corresponding I vs. T for 3 h is shown in Fig. S1

in the supporting information. Subsequently, the gas was

switched to CH4 fuel with steam (S/C ¼ 2) before entering the

catalyst bed on the anode side. Unlike the bench-top experi-

ment, a carrier gas was not used in this case to ensure low

mass transfer resistance and maximum contact between the

active area of the catalyst and methane. The resulting GHSV

was similar to that used in the bench-top experiment. Then,

the exhaust gas was condensed, collected and analyzed by the

GC-HID. Air was fed through the cathode at a flow rate of 150

SCCM. The electrochemical test, similar to the bench top test,

was carried out for 30 h. Current density and the electro-

chemical impedance spectra (EIS) measurements were
ctrochemical test set up.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.09.018
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acquired at a constant voltage of 600 mV using a VMP3 Bio-

Logic potentiostat/galvanostat. The frequency ranged from

10 mHz to 200 kHz, with 10 mV perturbation. For a more

quantitative insight into the electrochemical phenomena,

electrical equivalent circuit (EEC) RU(QRHF) (QRLF) was

employed using ZSimpWin software to analyze the imped-

ance data. The impedance of two interfaces metal/electrolyte

and surface coating/electrolyte were analyzed to represent

the two semicircles corresponding to the high and low-

frequency arcs, respectively, which relate to gas

adsorptionedesorption on the electrode surface followed by

charge transfer and incorporation of adsorbed gas at the three

phase boundary, and the gas concentration polarization loss

of the electrode. To investigate a carbon-free cell operation,

SEM and Raman spectroscopy on the post-test cell were

conducted.
Results and discussion

Physicochemical properties

In this study, the co-precipitation method was employed to

synthesize the HEA anode material. To confirm if a single-

phase alloy was formed, room-temperature powder XRD

pattern was performed. Fig. 4(a) presents the XRD patterns of

HEA/GDC as well as those of Ni/GDC and Ni/YSZ for com-

parison. The intensity of the XRD peaks is directly correlated

to the crystallinity of the material. As expected, the crystal-

linity of reduced Ni/YSZ and Ni/GDC is more pronounced

than that of the HEA/GDC due to less chemical and heat

treatments of the former materials, thereby preserving the

integrity of the crystal. Indexing by ICDD reveals that the

catalysts were successfully reduced, as evidenced by the

absence of oxide peaks. For the HEA/GDC catalyst, the

denoted peaks are attributed to mixed metal alloys. This

confirms that HEA was successfully synthesized without

additional phases of oxides. The other diffraction peaks have

also been indexed and confirmed by ICDD to denote the

respective metal supports. Fig. 4(b) shows the N2 adsorption/

desorption isotherms of the SRM catalysts and the calculated

BET surface area and pore volume are tabulated in Table 3,
Fig. 4 e (a) XRD profiles of reduced SRM catalysts where ( ) deno

well as (b) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms.
along with other physicochemical properties. The linear

relationship at the beginning of the isotherm, followed by a

significant increase in the adsorption of N2 indicates a type II

physisorption isotherm, suggesting a nonporous structure.

The addition of GDC as support increased the surface area.

According to Angeli et al. the presence of CeO2 improves the

surface area and active metal dispersion [3]. Subsequently,

the substitution of Ni with HEA supported on GDC further

increased the surface area to 35 m2/g due to enhanced pore

size volume, which may enhance the catalytic properties of

SRM.

SEM images of as-synthesized Ni/YSZ, Ni/GDC and HEA/

GDC are shown in Fig. 5. The standard Ni/YSZ catalyst con-

taining 45.2 wt% of Ni (Table 3) in difference resolutions is

shown in Fig. 5(aec). It can be seen that the Ni particles are

relatively small and close to each other. H2 chemisorption

reported a Ni dispersion of 0.327% with a particle size of

310 nm. For Ni/GDC, the structures of NiO and GDC powders

were dissimilar and could be easily distinguished from each

other as seen in Fig. 5(def). The metal dispersion was slightly

lower due to the increase in crystal size to 461 nm, which

suggests that the increase in surface area could be attributed

to the enhanced pore volume, owing to the GDC support.

Fig. 5(gei) show two distinct phases on HEA/GDC, arising from

the presence of HEA and the GDC support. From the

morphology, it can be seen that the particles tend to sinter and

form larger agglomerates. This, however, changes as the HEA/

GDC catalyst was reduced at higher temperature as the oxide

phase converts into the FCC cubic phase, as shown by the XRD

pattern in Fig. 4(a). Subjecting the catalyst to reduction may

also result in higher porosity and smaller metal particles,

leading to increased surface area.

TPR, TPO and TPD analyses

The coking resistance and SRM performance of a catalyst

highly depends on interaction between the active metal and

the support. Having a strong metal-support interaction in the

catalyst suppresses metal sintering at elevated temperature

and reduces coke formation, which in turn improves catalyst

activity and stability [22,58]. To evaluate the chemical inter-

action between metal and support, the SRM catalysts were
tes reflection of Ni and ( ) various solid solutions of HEA as
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Table 3 e Physicochemical properties of SRM catalyst.

Catalyst SBET
(m2/g)

Pore
volume (cm3/g)

H2 adsorbed
a

(mmol H2/m
2)

O2 desorbed
a

(mmol O2/m
2)

TPDa

(mmol O2/m
2)

Metal
loadingb (wt %)

Metal
dispersionb (%)

Crystal
sizeb (nM)

Ni/YSZ 15.2 0.043 475.6 15.5 0 45.2 0.327 310

Ni/GDC 21.3 0.101 304.1 16.7 0 43.2 0.220 461

HEA/GDC 35.0 0.129 312.4 22.6 1.2 50.4 0.203 517

a H2 adsorbed, O2 desorbed under oxidizing condition and O2 desorbed under inert condition determined by TPR, TPO and TPD, respectively.
b Metal loading, metal dispersion and crystal sized calculated by H2 chemisorption.

Fig. 5 e SEM images of as-synthesized (aec) Ni/YSZ, (def) Ni/GDC and (gei) HEA/GDC.
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analyzed by H2-TPR as shown in Fig. 6(a). The reduction peak

centered at 375 �C was assigned the reduction peak of NiO to

Ni, which resulted from a weak interaction between Ni and

the support [59]. During the TPR of HEA/GDC, it was observed

that a broad peak emerged at 400 �C due to the reduction of the

metal alloy. The reduction peaks of Co3O4 typically appear at

approximately 400 �C and 470 �C, following a two-step

reduction process to Co0 [50]. Similarly, the two-step reduc-

tion of Mn2O3 to Mn3O4 and subsequently, to MnO would
result in reduction peaks at 300 �C and 420 �C, respectively
[60]. Finally, the reduction of Fe2O3 to Fe also follows a two-

step process, although the reduction of Fe3O4 to Fe0 occurs

at a much higher temperature of 835 �C [61]. The successful

synthesis of HEA brings about a single-phase solid solution

through which the compositions of five metals have been

optimized. As a result, the properties of HEA are typically

more superior than the corresponding metal counterparts.

Such is the case in Fig. 6(a) showing that HEA/GDC requires a
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Fig. 6 e (a) TPR, (b) TPO and (c) TPD studies of SRM catalysts.
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higher temperature for reduction compared with Ni/YSZ and

Ni/GDC. Thus, the HEA/GDC catalyst should exhibit higher

sintering and coking resistances. TPO of reduced samples is

displayed in Fig. 6(b). Oxygen uptake appears to be minimal or

non-existent, which can be explained by the rapid re-

oxidation of metals and oxide supports during the switching

between reducing and oxidizing gases. Nonetheless, the

desorption of O2 takes places at roughly 500 �C for Ni/YSZ and

Ni/GDC, and ~600 �C for HEA catalysts under oxidizing con-

ditions. The higher desorption temperature suggests a stron-

ger interaction between HEA and oxygen. Fig. 6(c) displays the

TPD results of samples after being subjected to oxygen pre-

treatment. As expected, Ni/YSZ and Ni/GDC did not show any

desorption of oxygen, while HEA/GDC exhibited a TPD peak at

~850 �C. This suggests that some HEA constituents such as

Fe2O3 or Mn2O3 possess high oxygen storage capacity (OSC)

and they have been proven beneficial for carbon removal.

Quantification of TPO and TPD peaks of these samples in Table

3 shows that HEA/GDC is capable of adsorbing and desorbing a

higher amount of oxygen, owing to the enhanced surface

oxygen mobility and oxygen uptake of HEA and the GDC

support [62].

Catalytic performance

The catalytic activity of SRM catalysts was examined using a

fixed-bed tube reactor at varying operating temperatures of

700, 750 and 800 �C at a GHSV of 45,000 h�1. At each tem-

perature, the reaction was allowed to reach equilibrium, after

which methane conversion was calculated and reported in

Fig. 7(a). The main products in the exhaust were H2, CO, CO2

and CH4. Water vapor in the exhaust was condensed before

being fed to the GC. All SRM catalysts showed increasing

conversion with temperature, with both nickel-based cata-

lysts (Ni/YSZ and Ni/GDC) displaying the highest methane

conversion at equilibrium. This is expected as the SRM re-

action is endothermic and therefore, thermodynamically

favorable at higher temperature. It is also worth mentioning

that while partial oxidation of CH4 may occur subsequently

with steam reforming, our calculations show that the partial
pressure of O2 is too low (i.e. ~ 10�17 atm) for CH4 to undergo

direct oxidation, consistent with other reports [63]. The

lowest conversion was reported by HEA/GDC, which

increased from 27% at 700 �C to 35% at 750 �C and then to 42%

at 800 �C. Subsequently, the increase in conversion is

accompanied by an increase in hydrogen yield with temper-

ature, as displayed in Fig. 7(b). Among the HEA catalysts,

HEA/GDC reported the highest conversion at each tempera-

ture. The H2 yield was calculated by measuring the amount of

H2 produced with respect to theoretical amount of H2 pro-

duced from maximum conversion of CH4 and H2O. In all

cases, the H2 yield increased with temperature with both Ni/

YSZ and Ni/GDC displaying slightly higher H2 yield than HEA/

GDC. The rate of CH4 consumption was also calculated and

compared as shown in Fig. 7(c). The increased temperature

enhanced the consumption rate of CH4 for all SRM catalysts.

Both Ni/YSZ and Ni/GDC catalysts showed the highest rate of

~3.5 molCH4 molNi
�1 s�1 by 750 �C. The high activity of Ni in

SRM has been well-documented in the literature. A strong

endothermic reaction may induce large temperature gradient

especially when operating the catalyst on a SOFC. Further-

more, a fast reforming reaction as displayed by the Ni-based

catalysts may result in thermal stresses and mechanical

failures, thus lowering the cell efficiency. The HEA/GDC

catalyst, however, showed a lower reforming rate of ~1 mol

molCH4 molHEA
�1 s�1 at 750 �C, which may provide a smaller

temperature gradient during concurrent reactions of hetero-

geneous catalysis and electrochemistry. Experimental results

show that an optimized formulation of HEA has reduced the

reforming rate of methane compared with highly endo-

thermic Ni-based catalysts. Consequently, the cell life and

current distribution can be maintained. This is more advan-

tageous than standard Ni/YSZ as an anode material since the

latter has shown to experience major drawbacks especially

under harsh conditions such as coking, metal agglomeration,

thermal stress, mechanical failure and poor redox stability

[3]. While higher localized reformation rates may imply faster

and higher production of H2, the objective of the alloy anode

development is largely to minimize localized cooling and

carbon deposition.
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Fig. 7 e (a) Conversion of CH4, (b) yield of H2 and (c) equilibrium rate of CH4 consumption over various SRM catalysts at

reaction temperatures of 700, 750 and 800 OC, 1 atm, S/C ¼ 2 and GHSV ¼ 45,000 h¡1. (d) TOS experiment at 600 �C and S/

C ¼ 1 for 30 h.
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Time-on-stream stability test

The catalytic stability of SRM catalysts was investigated at

600 �C and S/C ratio of 1. The TOS experiment was carried out

isothermally for 30 h. Using the HSC® Chemistry 10 software,

the equilibrium compositions were calculated for a tempera-

ture range of 25e1000 �C as shown in Fig. S2(a) in the Sup-

porting Information. At 600 �C, the carbon activity should be at

its highest and this temperature is thermodynamically

favorable for studying carbon resistance of each SRM catalyst.

Fig. 6(d) reports the conversion of CH4 over time. It is evident

that the initial conversion rate was high for both Ni/YSZ and

Ni/GDC due to enhanced catalytic activity of Ni. However, the

conversion gradually decreases over time with Ni/YSZ

showing the fastest degradation rate, followed by Ni/GDC.

After 30 h of TOS, the final conversions were 54% and 66% for

Ni/YSZ and Ni/GDC, respectively. The higher stability of Ni/

GDC suggests that the GDC support plays an important role in

reducing catalyst deactivation. For the HEA/GDC catalyst, the

conversion rate was relatively low compared to initial con-

version rates of the standard catalysts, as shown in Fig. 6.

Nonetheless, the catalyst maintained a stable run over 30 h of
TOS between 15 and 18% conversion, revealing the ability of

HEA catalysts to resist deactivation over long periods of

operation. To assess the source of catalyst deactivation, post-

test catalysts were saved from TOS experiments and were

subjected to Raman analysis and SEM imaging.

Characterization of SRM post-test samples

Carbon deposition has been regarded as one of the main

reasons for catalyst deactivation during SRM. To identify the

nature and structure of these surface carbonaceous species,

post-test catalysts from the 30 h TOS test were subjected to

SEM imaging. Fig. 8(aec) show high resolution SEM images of

post-test SRM catalysts after 30 h of TOS experiment. The

surface of all samples appear to be free of any carbonaceous

species. Post-test Ni/YSZ andNi/GDC samples in Fig. 8(a and b)

did not show any dissimilarities compared to their corre-

sponding pre-test samples. HEA/GDCwas observed to bemore

porous with a uniform distribution of particle size after

reduction at 700 �C, consistentwith relatively high BET surface

area reported in Table 3. The absence of surface carbon on

HEA/GDC in Fig. 8(c) may explain the promising stability
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Fig. 8 e SEM images of post-test (a) Ni/YSZ, (b) Ni/GDC and HEA/GDC catalysts after 30 h TOS experiment. (d) Raman

spectroscopy of post-test samples after 30 h TOS experiment.
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during the 30 h of TOS. To confirm this and to further inves-

tigate the deactivation of the former two Ni-based catalysts,

Raman spectroscopy was performed on all post-test samples.

As shown in Fig. 8(d), all SRM catalysts showed two distinct

characteristic peaks at 1345 and 1595 cm�1. The peak at

1335 cm�1 can be attributed to the D band of carbonaceous

species, formed by the vibrations of disordered carbon atoms

(amorphous carbon for example), while the peak at 1595 cm�1

has been assigned the G band to represent the presence of

ordered and graphitic crystalline structure caused by vibra-

tion of the in-plane sp [2]-bonded carbons [64]. Amorphous

carbon has been shown to play a significant role in catalyst

deactivation via encapsulation of the metal active sites [65].

On the other hand, graphitic carbon with filamentous struc-

ture may also form as a result of migration of surface carbon

to the bulk metal phase, resulting in nucleation growth of

carbon on the other side of the metal particle [21]. While

graphitic carbon may not directly affect the activity of the

catalyst, uncontrolled growth of carbon whiskers may result
in reactor blockage and pressure drop [66]. Additionally, coke

formation on the anodematerial of a SOFC can be detrimental

to the long-term stability of the system and could potentially

lead to mechanical failure [12]. In Fig. 8(d), Ni/YSZ catalyst

showed the highest amount of both amorphous and graphitic

carbons on the surface, leading to catalyst deactivation during

the 30 h TOS test as demonstrated in Fig. 7(d). Similarly, Ni/

GDC exhibited some amorphous and graphitic carbonaceous

species, which explains the gradual deactivation of the cata-

lyst. The enhanced stability of HEA/GDC during TOS was due

to the high carbon resistance of the catalyst, as both post-test

SEM and Raman analyses did not show signs of carbon.

Electrochemical performance

The electrocatalytic activity and stability of (HEA/GDC-Ni/

ScSZ|ScSZ|LSM/YSZ) for direct internal SOFC have been

investigated. The moderate reformation rate and high long-

term stability of the anode catalyst may prove beneficial in a
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Fig. 9 e (a) Electrochemical and catalytic data over 30 h of cell test with 0.6 V bias, (b) corresponding EIS data, (c) variation of

ohmic and non-ohmic polarization with time, and (d) Raman analysis and (e) (f) SEM images of post-test SOFC anodes.
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SOFC system by preventing mechanical failures due to rapid

temperature change and carbon deposition [5,12]. In this

study, the cell test was performed at 750 �C, to which the

anode was subjected a constant flow of CH4 and steam (S/

C ¼ ~2) and the cathode with air. Under reduced atmosphere
and internal reforming condition, the open-circuit voltage

(OCV) was measured to be ~0.9 V at 750 �C due to favorable

interfacial interaction between the HEA/GDC anode layer and

the ScSz electrolyte later after high-temperature sintering.

The OCV plots can be found in Fig. S3. Upon switching the feed
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Fig. 10 e Schematic of HEA/GDC as anode in SOFC.
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to CH4 fuel and imposing a bias of 0.6 V, the I-T electro-

chemical data was collected for 30 h of SOFC test, as shown in

Fig. 9(a). A slight dip in current density was noticed after 8 h of

testing, which could be attributed to lower reformation rate,

condensation of steam in cold zones of the inlet and diffusion

of transition metals in the anode that could affect the ionic

resistance of the cell [67]. This self-activation phenomenon

has also been reported elsewhere as a result of surface

modification on the anode during steam reforming [68,69].

During this time, the initial reforming rate is extremely low.

However, upon reduction and activation, the reforming rate

increases, leading to an increase in performance and current

density. As soon as the HEA/GDC anode was fully activated

after the first 15 h, the reforming rate was enhanced leading to

an increase in current density to ~100 mA/cm2 for the next

15 h. In comparison, the current density of a Ni-based anode

was reported to be ~250 mA/cm2 at the start of the cell oper-

ation, but quickly approached 0 mA/cm2 due to carbon for-

mation [63]. The relatively low current density may be due to

electrolyte thickness, whose role on electrochemical perfor-

mance will be explored in future work. Nonetheless, the HEA/

GDC anode yielded sufficient current density to maintain a

stable and carbon-free operation. This confirms that

controlled and distributed reforming also improved the cur-

rent density distribution in the cell. A more comprehensive

electrochemical study involving dual atmosphere cycling to

compare the current densities in reducing atmosphere and

hydrocarbon-rich atmosphere will be considered in the

future. The correspondingNyquist spectra in Fig. 9(b) acquired

at the different times are composed of two depressed semi-

circles which correspond to the polarization resistance Rp

(RHF þ RLF) while the high frequency intercept with the real

impedance axis corresponds to the purely ohmic resistance

(RU) of the electrolyte and current collecting wires. As

demonstrated in Fig. 9(c), the overall non-ohmic resistance Rp

(RHFþ RLF) decreases after 15 h indicating highermass transfer

due to increase in hydrocarbon reformation rate. The ohmic

resistance remains stable during internal reforming indi-

cating stable and carbon-free cell operation. The exhaust was

simultaneously analyzed by a GC-HID and the conversion of

CH4 over 30 h of testing is shown in Fig. 9(a). The conversion of

CH4 was stable at 20% throughout the whole electrochemical

test, which is consistent with the results obtained from the

bench top experiments (Fig. 7). This is a good indication that

the cell test is stable and scalable for future long-term testing.
Once the cell test has been completed, the anode layer of the

cell was analyzed using SEM microscopy and Raman spec-

troscopy for any carbon deposition. High-magnification SEM

in Fig. 9(e) shows the presence of carbon onNi/YSZ anodewith

a composition of 17.3 atomic%. On the other hand, post-test

HEA/GDC anode in Fig. 9(f) shows a clean and carbon-free

surface. After 30 h of cell test, not only did the anode layer

show remarkable carbon resistance, but good and stable

contact were also formed between the anode layer and elec-

trolyte. Fig. 9(d) shows the Raman spectra of two locations of

the anode surface, one being the center and the other towards

the edge of the anode layer. The absence of D and G bands at

1345 and 1595 cm�1, respectively, suggests that the HEA/GDC

anode was free of both amorphous and graphitic-typed car-

bons. HEA/GDC also exhibits high OSC, as suggested by TPD in

Fig. 6(c), which can play an important role in the rapid

oxidation of carbon to COx species, thus minimizing carbon

poisoning. Fig. 10 shows a schematic depicting the role of

coke-resistant HEA/GDC as oxygen vacancies in the anode

enhance the mobility and diffusivity of oxygen ions to the

anode surface to gasify any deposited carbon.
Conclusions

The HEA/GDC catalyst displayed promising potential as an

anode material for internal utilization of CH4 in SOFC. The

bench top experiment suggested that HEA/GDC exhibits

moderate reforming rate and excellent coking resistance

under CH4 reforming conditions, owing to the optimized

mixture of HEA constituents and the high OSC of the GDC

support. HEA/GDC also showed superior operational stabil-

ity for CH4 conversion over 30 h and post-test analysis of

the catalyst did not indicate presence of carbon deposition,

while both Ni/YSZ and Ni/GDC catalysts could be seen

deactivating over time, despite the high initial CH4

conversion and H2 yield. The activity, stability and carbon-

resistance of HEA/GDC as anode were also further investi-

gated in a SOFC cell test. A current density of ~100 mA/cm2

was achieved at 750 �C. The cell performed successfully

over 30 h without any sign of decay. The overall polariza-

tion (ohmic and non-ohmic resistances) of the cell was low

and stable. The moderate reforming rate of HEA/GDC is

important for maintaining uniform temperature distribution

and high coking tolerance especially for long-term high

temperature SOFC operations, without compromising the

electrochemical activity of the cell. Given the promising

attributes of HEA/GDC as anode material in this study,

successful effort has been made to further improve HEA/

GDC for the direct utilization of other hydrocarbons such as

methanol and ethanol, which are more easily stored and

transported.
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